SEAMS’ latest round table for asset management professionals will be held in Amsterdam. The newly formed ‘Dutch Asset Management Information Exchange’ is being guided by a steering group of Asset Management professionals from across the Netherlands and will focus on the drivers and challenges facing Dutch utility companies. This event will focus on how these challenges can be met via increasing organisations’ capabilities and maturity in asset management. The key topic areas to be covered at the event are set out in the diagram below.

- **Case Studies** will be presented at the event from utility companies across a number of sectors
- **Lively peer group** discussion in an open forum
- Learn the do’s and don’t of asset management

**Event Discussion Topics**

- **Industry Drivers**
  - What do I want to achieve?
    - Economic
    - Regulatory
    - Business

- **Governance – setting direction**
  - Skills | Processes | Technology | Decision reliability

- **Asset Management Planning & Organisation**
  - How good are my processes? How do I manage them? How predictable are my outcomes?

- **Asset operations**
  - Is my current maturity level supporting my business goals?

**Event details**

Time: 16:00h to 20:00h, followed by dinner
Location: Amsterdam Hilton, Apollolaan 138, 1077 BG Amsterdam, NL
Contact: Melvyn Oakes, SEAMS Ltd, +44 (0) 7775 855 352
Email: info@seamsltd.com